
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

PRESS RELEASE 
Metabo Introduces Brushless Rotary and Chiseling Hammers  

Extreme performance hammers  

July 26, 2019 – West Chester, PA – 

Metabo Corporation, a leading German 

international manufacturer of professional 

grade cordless and corded hand-held power 

tools and accessories in the US, launches 

their new brushless rotary hammers and 

chiseling hammers. 

 

“We are proud to introduce three-new 

brushless SDS-Max rotary combination 

hammers and two-new chiseling hammers. 

These tools are powered by brushless 

motors, which means you will never have a brush changed again! It also means greater dependability, longer 

tool life and runtime. The motors are encapsulated which prevents dust damage and significantly enhances the 

life of the tool. These new hammers are powerful efficient workhorses, perfect for drilling or demoing concrete,” 

says Antoine Derché, Director of Marketing & Product Management. 

 

The brushless sds-max rotary hammers are available in 1 9/16” KHEV 5-40 BL,1 ¾” KHEV 8-45 BL, and  

2 1/6” KHEV 11-52 BL - offering the largest capacity available on the market (These are in addition to the  

1 9/16” KH 5-40 recently introduced). The brushless chipping hammers are available in two models,  

MHEV 5 BL and MHEV 11 BL.  

 

Brushless Hammer Reference Chart 

Model Type Size Joules RPM Impact Rate 

KHEV 8-45 BL Rotary Hammer 1 3/4" 8.7 350 / 500 2,900 

KHEV 5-40 BL Rotary Hammer 1 9/16” 12.2 212 / 300 2,900 

KHEV 11-52 BL Rotary Hammer 2 1/6” 18.8 190 /270 2,360 

MHEV 5 BL Chipping Hammer n/a 8.7 n/a 2,900 

MHEV 11 BL Chipping Hammer n/a 18 n/a 2,100 

 

Contact: Andrea Brogan 
Metabo Corp. 
Phone: (610) 436-5900 
Fax: (610) 436-9072 
abrogan@metabousa.com 

 
           
          1231 Wilson Dr. 

West Chester, PA 19380 
www.metabousa.com 

  

https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/sds-max-combination-hammers/khev-5-40-bl-600765620-1-9-16-combination-hammer.html?listtype=search&searchparam=KHEV%2B5-40%2BBL
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/sds-max-combination-hammers/khev-8-45-bl-600766620-1-25-32-combination-hammer.html?listtype=search&searchparam=KHEV%2B8-45%2BBL
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/sds-max-combination-hammers/khev-11-52-bl-600767620-52mm-combination-hammer.html?listtype=search&searchparam=KHEV%2B11-52%2BBL
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/chipping-hammers-sds-max/mhev-5-bl-600769620-chipping-hammer.html?listtype=search&searchparam=MHEV%2B5%2BBL%2B
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/chipping-hammers-sds-max/mhev-11-bl-600770620-chipping-hammer.html?listtype=search&searchparam=MHEV%2B11%2BBL
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Metabo is a leader in safety and maximizing tool efficiency and longevity. The rotary hammers have a 

mechanical safety clutch, which significantly reduces the chance of kickback should the bit bind in the work or 

hit rebar. Plus, both the gear and motor housing is die-cast in aluminum which dissipates heat build-up, also 

aiding in the longevity of the tool. Another key feature of these tools is the MVT (Metabo Vibration Technology) 

vibration dampening system; this includes a central handle which provides relief and helps protect the user from 

damaging vibrations. These hammers are also equipped with a new active vibration-absorbing counter-mass 

that goes against the hammering piston, absorbing most of the blow-back energy and making these hammers 

the smoothest running in the industry. 

 

The new tools also include VTC (Vario-tacho-constamatic) full-wave electronics for maximum productivity.  

VTC is Metabo’s exclusive technology that maintains RPM under load thus enhancing the productivity of the 

tool: the drilling speed remains optimal in all circumstances. These tools also have other electronic features, 

such as soft start feature, overload protection, restart protection.  

 

To help comply with the latest OSHA regulations on Respirable Silica, Metabo also introduces a 

groundbreaking dust collection shroud, the ESA-Max, it fits all the new Metabo hammers and adapts to all 

drilling and chipping applications. When these tools are paired with Metabo’s industry-leading ASR 35 ACP 

HEPA automatic wet/dry vacuum with continuous suction, and a dust extraction accessory, like the new ESA 

Max (#623271000) for drilling and chiseling, it is easy to be OSHA compliant. 

 

For more information on product offerings, please visit:  

Rotary and Chipping Hammers 

Other Rotary and Chipping Hammer Extraction Accessories 

Metabo 2019-2020 New Catalog 

For a hard copy of the catalog, send your name and mailing address to info@metabousa.com 

 

Find us online:  

         

Metabo USA Website 

 

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for 

professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance.   

Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for 

metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications.  Our extensive line of tools includes 

angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery 

technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications. 

 

https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/vacuums-and-extraction/all-purpose-vacuum-cleaner/asr-35-autocleanplus-hepa-602057800-all-purpose-vacuum-cleaner.html?listtype=search&searchparam=ASR%2B
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/vacuums-and-extraction/all-purpose-vacuum-cleaner/asr-35-autocleanplus-hepa-602057800-all-purpose-vacuum-cleaner.html?listtype=search&searchparam=ASR%2B
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/tools/drilling-screwing-chiselling-stirring/rotary-and-chipping-hammers/
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus/accessories/drill-bits-chisels/additional-accessories-hammer-drill/dust-extraction/
https://www.metabo.com/t3/fileadmin/metabo/us/070_news/02_brochures_logos/Catalog_2019-2020/Catalog2019-20_050919.pdf
mailto:info@metabousa.com?subject=Catalog%20Request
https://www.metabo.com/us/enus
https://www.youtube.com/user/MetaboPowerTools
https://www.facebook.com/MetaboUSA/
https://twitter.com/metabonamerica
https://www.instagram.com/metabo_north_america/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/metabo-power-tools
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